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Water surged from Puget Sound sometime between 1000 and 1 100 years ago, overrunning tidal marshes and mantling them with centimeters of sand. One overrun site is 10 kilometers northwest of downtown Seattle; another is on Whidbey Island, some 30 kilometers farther north. Neither site has been widely mantled with sand at any other time in the past 2000 years. Deposition of the sand coincided-to the year or less-with abrupt, probably tectonic subsidence at the Seattle site and with landsliding into nearby Lake Washington. These findings show that a tsunami was generated in Puget Sound, and they tend to confirm that a large shallow earthquake occurred in the Seattle area about 1000 years ago.
A large earthquake probably happened between 500 and 1700 years ago on the Seattle fault (1), which has been inferred to extend westward across Puget Sound from downtown Seattle (2). The main evidence for the earthquake consists of terraces that record meters of abrupt uplift at Puget Sound (1). If abrupt enough to have accompanied an earthquake, such uplift should have generated a tsunami in Puget Sound. In this report, we show that a tsunami originated in Puget Sound between 1000 and 1100 years ago (3) and that it probably was generated by an earth- (Fig. 2) . The median grain size, mostly about 0.1 mm, decreases landward and stratigraphically upward (13). The sand contains microscopic marine fossils (14) .
Deposition of the sand sheet at Cultus Bay occurred sometime between 850 and 1250 years ago, and it happened while the site probably underwent little or no subsidence. We dated the sand sheet by obtaining radiocarbon ages on plant remains in growth position in the sand (Fig. 2, (Fig. 4) .
The probable age of the sand sheet at West Point is between 1000 and 1100 years ago. This century contains the 95% confidence interval for the time of deposition, as shown by a high-precision radiocarbon age on standing, rooted bulrush culms (S, (Fig. 4) brackets the time of death between 850 and 1350 years ago. Matching of ring-width patterns shows that death of the West Point fir coincided, to the half year or less, with a landslide into Lake Washington (16). High-precision radiocarbon ages show that this landslide occurred between 1000 and 1100 years ago (16) .
A tsunami explains the sand sheet at West Point because the sand contains marine fossils, mantles a former tidal marsh, ascends and incorporates hillside deposits, and dates to within months of subsidence and landsliding in the Seattle area. The tsunami probably originated in Puget Sound: Not only does the tsunami correlate closely with local subsidence and landsliding, it also left abundant deposits at sites that show no obvious sign of the largest tsunamis that probably struck the Pacific coast of Washington in the past 2000 years (24). We equate the tsunami at West Point with the one at Cultus Bay because the sand sheets at Cultus Bay and West Point resemble one another in graded bedding and radiocarbon age and because we recognized no evidence for any other tsunami in the past 2000 years at either site.
A large earthquake on the Seattle fault probably generated the tsunami by causing abrupt uplift south of the fault and complementary subsidence to the north (1). Such movement would have caused water in Puget Sound to surge northward across the fault. As it approached the West Point and Cultus Bay marshes, the tsunami probably encountered sandy shallows ancestral to modern tidal flats (Figs. 1 and 3) . Sand thus suspended could have settled onto the marshes as the tsunami slowed across them. If tsunami deposits at West Point and Cultus Bay record every large earthquake on the Seattle fault in the past few thousand years, only one large earthquake has occurred on that fault since 2000 years ago.
